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Summary 

Educational authorities in many countries are trying to correspond to the trend of aesthetic 

education that goes beyond the domain of art education and expands into other disciplinary 

areas. However, there is still obvious inadequacy to achieve effective incorporation of aesthetic 

education into pedagogy for cross-disciplinary learning. Such phenomenon, to large extent, is 

attributable to theoretical and practical inability to capture the essence of aesthetic education 

that may elevate the overall performance of teaching and learning. To address this issue, this 

paper explains how metacognitive learning scaffolding helps to foster holistic aesthetic 

experience, which serves as the crucial nexus connecting theoretical knowledge and practical 

knowledge.   

Specifically, this paper describes how open-mindedness, interest and attentiveness, 

imaginative inspiration, exploration and discovery and insightful creation as five essential 

elements of holistic aesthetic experience, are conducive to enhancement of teaching and 

learning performance in varieties of disciplinary subjects. To achieve this objective, this paper 

proceeds from the perspective of aesthetic experience pervasive in the ordinary espoused by the 

movement of Aesthetics in Everyday Life. The paper revolves around the metacognition theory 

to integrate conceptualizations and verifications pertinent to the self-determination theory 

alongside analysis of pedagogical cases. It emphasizes that the holistic nature of aesthetic 

experience that emanates from metacognitive processes and intrinsic motivations elicits 

cognitive, affective, imaginative and symbolic dimensions of beauty, leading students to 

traverse various aesthetic fields of knowledge.  
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In other words, students who are properly guided by metacognitive scaffolding may easily 

perceive holistic aesthetic experience that enables them to master knowledge of various 

disciplinary subjects. Such pedagogical philosophy, in contrast to more conventional wisdom of 

educational scholars, unfolds an inspirational and more comprehensive horizon where all 

students are in one way or another capable of putting their aesthetic subjectivity to better use to 

optimize their learning performance. Metacognitive scaffolding facilitates students’ 

understanding of the holistic aesthetic experience embedded in the aforesaid five elements. The 

metacognitive scaffolding characteristics of interactivity, dynamicity and multiplicity, guides 

students to see through the ordinaries and appreciate the extra-ordinaries of knowledge 

culminating in holism of beauty. Most noteworthy, this paper points out that releasing the 

transformative power of the five elements of holistic aesthetic experience in everyday life is of 

particularly importance to aspiring students not only to excel in academic performance but also 

to seek a richer life meaning. 

 From the explications and clarifications of this paper, three strategic implications are 

derivable for educational policy-makers and school teachers: 

1. Metacognitive learning scaffolding is advisable to be integrated into teaching 

material and methods, triggering intrinsic motivations of students and putting 

them in autonomous-supportive contexts. Thus, students are engaged pleasantly 

and actively in the learning process. It is of great importance to guide students 

toward open discussion, field observation and role playing, broadening their 

mental horizon to disentangle themselves from customary responses of 

cognition and emotion and then reevaluate relationships between the self and 

the surrounding world. Through metacognitive learning scaffolding, teachers 

are better enabled to assist students to probe the substance behind phenomena, 

investigate the core of problems, and find insightful solutions. Students are in 

this way, placed in the vantage position to utilize what they learn in everyday 

life. 

2. Students should be viewed as active learning agents who interact with each other 

and with teachers, benefiting from metacognitive learning scaffolding to 

perceive holistic aesthetic experience that serves as the crucial nexus connecting 

theoretical and practical knowledge. Both teachers and students play integral 
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parts in pursuing open-mindedness, interest and attentiveness, imaginative 

inspiration, exploration and discovery and insightful creation of holistic 

aesthetic experience in the learning process. The interactivity, dynamicity and 

multiplicity of metacognitive learning scaffolding contribute to creation of the 

learning platform where holistic aesthetic experience is fostered via 

collaborative engagement enacted by teachers and students. Such a platform 

facilitates optimization of teaching and learning performance, and at the same 

time, guides students to utilize the beauty of knowledge in the knowledge 

landscapes of various disciplinary to enrich their life meaning. 

3. Holistic aesthetic experience fostered through metacognitive learning scaffolding 

is applicable to not only arts education but also other domains including 

humanities, social and natural sciences. In view of the axial function of arts 

education to bring the benefits of holistic aesthetic experience into fruition, 

educational authorities are encouraged to plan and promote teacher training in a 

way that arts education incorporates the main notions of metacognitive learning 

scaffolding and expands to different subjects. In other words, fostering holistic 

aesthetic experience doses not restrict to development of arts-related teaching 

material and methods. Ideally, the avenue to foster holistic aesthetic experience 

embedded in open-mindedness, interest and attentiveness, imaginative 

inspiration, exploration and discovery and insightful creation will be included in 

the cross-boundary training of teachers. 
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